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Expert Opinion

Wisdom Bytes

Pen. Paper. Interview.
Bringing You Words Of Wisdom Of The Experts Straight From AIMUN Diaries

Between the lines

Diplomatic talk

Evegenia Zeegofer, Second Sec., Head, Cultural
Wing, Embassy Of The Russian Federation,
Talks About The Value Of Culture
Vanya Tandon
AIS Noida, X C

Between
cultures
Indian culture is very diverse and beautiful. It is
no surprise that Russians
are fascinated by it.
Russian culture is
equally beautiful. We
have some great works
of literature and cinema, which we are
proud to present to the
world. I think the two
nations
can
strengthen their ties
through cultural exchange.

Between
countries
Evegenia Zeegofer, Head, Cultural Wing,
Embassy of the Russian Federation

Being a diplomat
means being part
of two countries

Dr Karoly Sardi, Deputy Head Of
Mission, Embassy Of Hungary, Hands
Over The Baton Of Diplomacy

and serving them both
equally. As a diplomat it becomes crucial to discuss
problems, and find immediate and effective solutions to them with
sincerity. I believe all
these qualities are taught
to students through platforms like MUNs.

Arushi Gupta
AIS Noida, XII C

The responsibility of diplomacy
Being a diplomat
comes with a lot of responsibility. A diplomat represents their
country in a foreign
land; they have a reputation to maintain
and duties to fulfill.
They have to make
sure they stay rooted
to the native culture
while accepting the
traditions of their host
country.

Between
conferences
Platforms like AIMUN
help students develop
confidence and charisma
at a young age. They
learn about international
affairs and how to deal with
them systematically. In the
midst of all this, it is only
natural that they make mistakes and I hope they do; so
that they can learn their lessons
now, and be prepared for the
future.G T

The challenges of
diplomacy

Dr Karoly Sardi, Deputy Head of
Mission, Embassy of Hungary

Diplomats have to move
around a lot and this is a
challenge for their families. There are adjust-

ments
and
adaptations
throughout your life.The moment you get used to a place,
you might have to say goodbye, maybe in the next 2
months, 2 years or even 20
years. It’s like you never
know when or where you
might be transferred.

The peace of
diplomacy
Events like AIMUN are training young citizens to be aware
about national and international crises and to seek viable
solutions for them. They get
to know each other, learn to
discuss issues and understand
each other’s problems. The
increase in such interactions
has significantly contributed
to making the world a more
peaceful place. One cannot
inculcate this merely through
classroom learning. G T
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